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Power and Ethics in Design decisions and using
Design Justice Principles to challenge it
ACM Code of Ethics
and Design Justiice
Principles
Centering those
directly impacted
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Giggle Social Media App
(Social Media without Misogyny)
made to prevent sexual harassment on social media but
uses AI to exclude many trans women and girls.

Accountability

Who participates in, owns, and
governs digital technology development?
“Nothing About Us, Without Us”

“Most valuable ‚’ingredient‚’ in Design Justice is the full
inclusion of people with direct lived experience of the
conditions the designers say they are trying to change.”

meets

Intersections

ableism

capitalism

Disability

"The term matrix of domination
describes this overall social organization
within which intersecting oppressions
originate, develop, and are contained."

Gender
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a division of treatment between
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affects

such as

fostering certain communities while
suppressing others, through the
automated enforcement of community
guidelines, rules, and speech norms
in social media

which prioritizes
communities by
seeking

What stories do we tell about the
design of digital technologies?

“The key point is that innovation in media technology,
like all technological innovation, is an interplay
between users andtool developers, not a top-down process.”

2. “Design Ethics,” Buchanan, R.,

Encyclopedia of Science,
Technology, and Ethics, 2005

which leads

Who gets access to
information?

immigrate to the United States is
unequally distributed among
different groups of people
through a combination of laws
passed by the U.S. Congress

which creates a

Liberation

What values do we encode and
reproduce in the digital objects and
systems that we design?

“We also have to explore the ways that values
are reproducedin the affordances of the objects,
processes, and systems that we design.”

3. “Design Justice: towards an

intersectional feminist framework for
design theory and practice,” Constanza-Chock, S., Design Research Society
2018, 2018

whose civil rights
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Pedagogy

How do we teach and learn Design Justice?
“I’m hoping we can build more of a public dialogue
about what a pedagogy of design justice looks like
in practice.”

4. “Design Justice Issue 3: Design Jus-

tice in Action” Constanza-Chock, S.,
Design Justice Network
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group of people seem
different
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Class

which determines

Discourse

Winner, L., Daeddalus, Vol. 109, No.
1,pages 121-136, 1980.

based on

(societal)

such as

denying a person’s identity through
features such as missing a binary
gender dropdown

User Centered Design

outcomes

Systemic

(cultural)

such as

approach to design that is led by marginalized communities
and that aims expilcitly to challenge structural inequalities

1. “Do Artifacts Have Politics?”
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Design Justice Principles

Value Driven Design
(Design for Good)
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“Generating Shared Principles for Design Justice”
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Allied Media Conference 2015
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“order in our world.”
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Design Justice
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Who’s seen
as human?

intentional

scholars, analysts, artist, developers,
organizers, community leaders
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Purpose of Design
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which
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Collaborating and becoming
accountable to others
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Ethics

Human Beings
(users)

to serve

which are
guided by the

Building trust
and confidence

Developing sustainaible,
community led products

products

to create

Decisions

3, 4, 5

Design is a series of decisions to create products and systems to serve human beings, but those decisions
are guided by the ethics which are the moral behaviors and responsible choices, of designers who embody
systems of power and authority which can lead to inequality, inequities, and erasure. I want to explore how
power authority, through the Matrix of Domination and our intersectional identities, affects our ethics which
alters our design decisions and how using the Design Justice Principles, created at the Allied Media Conference
and defined by Sasha Constanza-Chock, can challenge white supremacis heteropatriarchy, ableism, settler
colonialism, and capitalism.

by
ensuring

impacted people

Sites

Where do we create new digital
technologies?

“Increased discussion of, real world practices
within hackerspaces, hackathons, and design
challenges.”

5. “ACM Code of Ethics and Professional

Conduct”, ACM Code 2018 Task Force,
ACM Committee on Professional Ethics
2018

Who is the
information?

more equitable distribution
of design’s benefits and burdens
fair and meaningful participation
in design decisions
recognition of community based design
traditions, knowledge, and practices

Platform
Cooperativism

How does the design of digital
technologies reproduce or challenge the
relations of production?

“Platform ownership is a key source of capitalist profitability
and worker exploitation, and that counterstrategies include
organic self-organization, platform organizing by labor unions,
and platform cooperativism.”

